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 Being on a work placement at Proctor and Stevenson I was asked 
to create a piece of work to promote their business. They wanted 
something that would surprise their customers, so I have chosen the 
hand-crafted style for my illustrations. 

 The interactive animation was the outcome of the brief and here is a 
little taster of work I produced.

illustration/flash animation



 I designed a logo, stationary and a website for Bristol based eco construction business.
The company aims at making homes in the UK more energy efficient, refurbish existing houses, isolates walls, roofs, 
installs solar panels, etc. 
It is all about creating/recreating our living space, so I used a cubic shape, an architectural element that is playing a 
crucial role in this logo.
 

branding for an eco construction company







branding for clothing company

 Brief required to design a logo, brochure, labels, 
stationary, and a promotional gadget for a new 
urban clothing label





editiorial design

 Brief required to design a magazine masthead, front 
page, and a spread for a new magazine aimed at 
young, art and design conscious people. 







logo design and
stationary set

 An example of a logo design. 
 In a design process I use pen and paper first to develop 

my ideas. Only then I go to the computer screen and 
work on it in digital media.



 Bristol Energy Co-operative is an organization 
aiming at installing solar panels on public/
community buildings with help of government 
grants, and money invested by community 
members. They asked me to design a logo that 
would reflect their goals.

logo design
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 A logo and website design for an indie rock musician.
 This was a nice brief from my friend who is a musician and needed a logo 

and a website designed. 
 The main requirement was to apply a DIY style.

logo & website design



 My personal personal portfolio design.

 website design



packaging design

 Example of a packaging design idea for a takeaway sushi box. 



logo design

 It is such a great feeling to have a good cause for design. 
 I truly enjoyed this brief to design a logo and a website for 

an organization aiming to influence the central government 
and local authorities to act urgently to improve the quality of 
materials collected for recycling in the UK. 

 This project was completed while on a work places in 
RESOURCE MEDIA design studio.  



web design





logo design



My artwork.

 An example of life drawings and abstract paintings.





Thanks for looking!
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